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one life limiting phenomenon of mercury bombardment thrusters is
sputtering erosion of the upstream side of the molybdenum screen grid by
discharge chamber ions. Data were obtained which revealed that the
screen grid erosion was very sensitive to the partial pressure of cer-
tain background gases in the space simulation vacuum facility. The re-
sults of tests conducted to evaluate this effect are presented. An esti-
mate of the screen grid erosion in space was made which showed that ade-
quate lifetime for proposed missions exists.
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Ln INPRODUCTION
w
'rhe use of ion thrusters for primary space propulsion requires long
operating times, usually in excess of 10 000 hours. Recently, a number
of endurance tests, varying in length from about 500 to 10 000 hours,
were conducted at the NASA Lewis Research Center (Le RC) and at Hughes
Research Laboratories (HRL) to evaluate the lifetime of the Engineering
Model 30-cm mercury ion thruster (EMT) (refs. 1 to 4). One life-limiting
phenomenon identified was the sputtering erosion of the upstream side of
the screen grid by discharge chai2^_r ions. These ions, a fraction of which
are multiply charged, bombard the discharge chamber boundary surfaces with
energies that are approximately equal to the product of the potential of
the plasma, with respect to the surface, and the charge of the ion.
Table I compares the screen grid erosion rates of the EDIT (refs. 2
and 3) obtained from two tests (A and B) conducted at Le RC and a 4165-hour
test (C) conducted at IIRL. All or the erosion rates presented were ob-
tained at constant thruster conditions of 2.0 ampere beam current and
3b'1 volts discharge voltage. The erosion rates obtained in tests A
and B, and expected in test C, predicted a thruster lifetime in excess of
'5 000 hours. However, the high screen grid erosion rate measured in
test C predicts a lifetime of only 8000 hours - muci; less than that
required by most missions of interest.
Thruster test y and analyses were conducted to investigate the sensi-
tivities of screen grid erosion to variations in the thruster operating
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conditions, the power Supply type, and differences between the	 two vacuuin
facilities used	 in obtaining the different erosion rates.	 An estimate
-
was made of the expected screen grid erosion in space based on extrapola-
tion of the data taken.	 The results of these tests and analyses are pre-
-= sented.
_ APPARATUS
Thrusters
The two 30 cm thrusters used in this test program were equivalent	 Lo
the "900" series	 EMT described in reference 3.	 One of the thrus t ers was
modified b y installing a gas	 feed line to the mercury	 (Hg	 vapor	 .:,anifold
to permit the introduction of external gases directly into the thruster
discharge chaml)er.	 This allowed the effects of	 the addition of small
amounts of various gases on screen grid erosion to be studied. 	 Tile
thru^ter also used ion optics with accelerator grid hole diameters of
1.27 mm, rather than the EMT design of 1.52 mm diameter, to allow the dis-
charge voltage to be varied over a wide range.	 The screen grid was iso-
lated from its mounts so that it could be biased with respect to the
I
thruster body potential and net ion currents could be measured. 	 I
Tliv thrusters, positioned next to Pach other were mounted from the
spacecraft simulator frame used in the Multiple Thruster Array program
described in reference 2.
Power Supplies
Two types of power supplies, described below, were used for the tests
presented,	 noth were used	 for long duration tests while only the labora-
tory supplies were used for short duration off-normal operating condi-
tions.
Laboratory supplies.	 - The laboratory power supplies were 60 hertz
input	 supplies.	 The screen and accelerator high-voltage supplies were a
high capacity,	 three phase, full wave bridge rectifier design. 	 The dis-
charge, magnetic baffle,
	
and two keeper supplies were	 :Lill wavy,
	 5incle
phase rectified d.c.	 sources.	 The six resistive heaters were powered
with alternating current.
Series resonant	 inverter.
	
- Some of the long duration test y were done
with an SCR series	 resonant	 inverter power processor unit
	 (ppu)	 ,,imilar to
that described in reference 6.	 This ppu has	 12	 flight
	
t y pe power
While the specific design, such as output 	 impedance, of the resistive
load supplies does not significantly aftect
	 thruster control or operati.)I,
this	 is not necessaril y	true of	 the plasma load supplies.	 PerCiaent char-
y	 j acteristics of the five plasma load supplies are given in reference 7.
C Niv j%
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Facility
The tests were conducted in the 3.0-m diameter by 3.0-m long chamber
of the 7.6-m diameter by 21.4-m long vacuum tank at NASA's Lewis Research
Center (ref. 8). The facility pressure was dependent upon the levels of
pumping used and ranged between 6x10- 6 and 1 X10-7 torr when either 5 or all
20 oil diffusion pumps were used. Convoil 20 hydrocarbon oil was used in
the diffusion pumps.
instrumentation
Optical spectrometer. - A Jarrell-Ash, model 82-000 series 0.5 m
Ebert scanning spectrometer with electric drive was used with a strip
chart recorder to monitor the spectral line intensities emanating from
the 30 cm thrusters. The spectrometer was located about 20 m from the
thrusters at the opposite end of the facility and viewed each discharge
chamber at about 9 degrees off the ion bear- axis. A dual unilateral
curved jaw variable slit assembly, set at 75 microns, was used in conjunc-
tion with a single fishtail type diaphragm to adjLst both slit heights
simultaneously to view only the central portion (about 5 percent) of the
extraction area on the thruster. Wavelength resolution was 1 angstrom
per 0.5 cm on the chart paper.
Mass spectrometer. - A Veeco, model SPI-10 monopole mass spectrometer
was used to analyze the residual gases in the Le RC facility.
Gas flowmeter. - A gas flowmeter calibrated for nitrogen was used to
measure the flow of nitrogen added to either the thruster or facility.
Electronic micrometer. - An electronic measuring machine was used to
measure the screen grid thicknesses before and after long duration tests.
The uncertainty of the measurement was 2.5 um.
PROCEDURE
Reference 9 has successfully used optical spectroscopy to study
sputtering yields of low energy ions. References 10 and 11 have shown
that the use of optical spectroscopy can provide real time diagnostics
of the thruster discharge chamber phenomena. Optical spectroscopy uti-
lizes the fact that when an excited atom or ion decays to its ground
level, it radiates light at a discrete wavelength. At an appropriate
wavelength for a molybdenum (Mo) atom transition, the spectral line ampli-
tude is a measure of the probability of Ho atoms being excited. This is
proportional to the product of the Mo atom density, the exciting electron
density, and the average value of the product of the electron velocities
and the excitation cross-sections for the particular transition. The ex-
citation cross-section is a function of the exciting electron energy
i4
which, in thrusters, i, related to the discharge voltage. AL constant
.Iischarge conditionb "there the electron density and energy are assumed
constant, changes in the MO line amplitude are assumed to be caused by
changes in the Mo atom density. The two sources of Mo in the thruster
are the screen grid and accelerator grid. It was assumed that most of
the Mo signal was due to Mo sputtered from the screen grid, rather thin
from accelerator grid impingement, and was directly related to screen
grid erosion.
The thruster and facilit y were initially operated as they were for
the endurance tests reported in reference 2. Then the thruster operating
parameters were varied while the thruster was observed with the optical
spectron ►et-er.	 l'i ►e results of these and additional tests are described In
the next section.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the program which addressed the high screen grid
erasion rate of the 41tO hour EMT lifetest will be discussed. 'this
discussion will be divided into three sections which present: (1) the
spectral line amplitu.l4.' characteristics, of an EXT, as functions of
thruster operational and geometric parameters, and facility pressure
variations due to the introduction of various background gases; (I) a
description of the phenomenon believed responsible for the variation of
screen grid erosion rate at constant thruster operating conditions; and
(1) the results of tests conducted to increase the understanding of that
phenomenon and allow an estimate to be made of screen grid erosion rates
in space.
Spectral Line Amplitude Ch. ►rarteristic5
'rhe spectral line amplitudes for molybdenum atoms (MoI, 3.9.83 nm)
and for mercury :{toms (HKI, 380.17 nm) and singly charged ions (Hgli,
380.t)4 nm) were mc.isui ed a:+ the thruster ope rat fag and t eometr lc param-
eters and tacilrty pressure were varied. These lines were chosen for
Fr
	 their closeness in value of wavelength and relative intensity. These H^,
lines are weak with respect to other Hg lines while ti ► e ?lo line chosen
is Lila most sensitive which allowed observation of all three oil 	 same
intitrunent sensitivity range.	 In addition, these lines were monitored
throughout several endurance 0500 hr) tests. Tile absolute values of
line .tmplitude5 as well as the ratios of ti ►k• MoI linc to ilgl line were
sensitive to ti ►e viewing angle through Cie discharge plasma when the
spectrometer was moved to view a different thruster. This sensitivity
was probabl y caused by viewing the length of the discharge where large
gradient., ill properties exist. Fheretore, comparisons of absolute
Mol amplitudes trom identical thrusters at different locations should not
be made. However, all of tl ►e trends, of line amplitude variations with
9
a
5t111uster and Iaciltty parameters, reported below were fi rle same fo each
thruster. The sensitivities of line amplitude to thruster and facility
variations are presented next.
Var_ia[_ion
 of thruster ope rat ional par amet ers. - The line amp: itudes
from all 6Pfl were measured as the operating parameters were indivitually
varied from the full power conditions of a 2.0-ampere beam current and
discharge voltage and current of 3t, volts and 13 amperes, respect vely.
Figure 1 shows the variations of line intensities, normalized to the full
Dower operating point, as a tLllction of beam current. At constan'. dis-
charge losses per beam ion, the discharge current, and hence elec::ron
densit y
 available for excitation, are reduced in proportion to th,r beam
current thereb y
 partiall y contributing to the redaction of observ,ad in-
tensities.
	 11he IIgl amplitude decreased about 36 percent as the beam cur-
rent was decreased trom 2.0 to 0.77 amperes, about 6-1 percent. Alaue'_ng
that the mayor reasons for this line amplitude decrease were the iensity
rekluct ion~ of neutral ntel"ctlr y
 and exciting electrons, it was not Surpris-
ing that the fractional change in Hg1 was less than that of the beam cur-
rent because tile propellant utilization efficiency is lower at reduced
beam current. I'he Mol intensity variation followed the HgH intensity
v.triation as expected because the presence of molybdenum atom_~ is due to
Sputtering of tho screen grid by mercury ions. Roth intensities decreased
b y more than 80 percent as the beam current was decreased.
Figure 2 shows the line amplitudes variation as the discharge voltage,
V U , w,ls varied from 32 to 46 volts. The HRI line intensity decreased only
slightly because the effect of the neutral flow rate decrease (dt.e to in-
creased discharge power) was offset by an increase in the energy of the
exciting electrons as V I) was increased. The Hg11 line intensity in-
creased as VI) was increased to about 39 volts but then began to decrease
at higher voltages, probably because of a decrease in single ion density
as the doubly charged ion density was increasing. Studies have r;hourn that
in Hg botiOardment thrusters most doubly charged ions are created from
singly charged ions (refs. 12 and 13). Figure 2 also shows that the MoI
intensity increased with Vp but at a faster rate at higher vol-ages.
This is due to the fornation of multiply charged ions which sput_er more
P10 atoms than singly charged ions.
Figure 3 shows that the line intensities are much less sensitive: to
change:, in the discharge current than those observed for changes of dis-
charge voltage or beam current. In addition, it was found that it the,
nomin.11 values of beam current, discharge voltage and discharge zurrent,
the line intells it ies , .Ilid t hill assumed Screen grid erosion, were insensi-
tive to large changes In the net and total ion accelerating voltages,
catilode flow ritte, cathode keeper current, and power supply type.
Variation o f accelerato r
 grid hole diameter. - AS shown in reterences
IH to 16, thrusters using ion optics having accelerator grid hole diameters
less; than the EMI' design c.ul be operated at discharge voltages 'ess than
nJtt VOltS withoUt :itIIcilllti disciarge chamber perIk , Im.allce los:Ses.	 1110ye
Studies auld 1 iKtlrt` , :• Iggest that reductions in discharge voltage could
signs l icallt IV te.Iucc Lite spCtter erosion of Lite screen grid.	 Fibure 4
compares the Moi line ititen y ity as a function of discharge voltage for
the s.UUo thhrustel it the ,.iii location operated with E?t-1' optics and ion
optics with a :small hale accelerator grid (SHAG). As Shown, Lite Mol
lino intensit y is: lower with SHAT: optics anti, in .idditton, the thruster
can be operated at lower discharge voltages. This grid geometr y was
i	 tested for 937 hours, in the same tacility as the 4105 hours test, at .1
discharge voltage of 12 volts and had a screen grid erosion rate of
9 not/hr, shout i. ; t ink's la y s than that of the 41c)5 hour test of the E?rl'
4) .
Variation of taci lit y ressure. - one of the minor till tetences be-
tween the facilities used in the thruster endurance tests was that the
vacuttm chamber used for Lite 4165 hour test at H1:1, employed it f rozen 1!.^
_	
ion t am collector (rct. i). Thus, the partial pressure of Hb in ttlat
taci l it y wa., probabl y higher than in tilt- Lewis facilit y (where the lower
ct'osion rates were measuI'ed) the Mot title intensity was observed Wit 11,
Elie total facilit y pressure was increased from Z.4 ,, W -7 to 1.2 x lO-^ torr
by the addition oft Hg vapor near the thruster. and found to be invariant
With ail increase of Elie partial pressure of li t;.	 Thus, tilt presence of the
iiti	 in the IIKL litetest facility was excluded as the reason for high
screen grid erosion rate.
.Mother difference between the two facilitieS was the background
pressure when the thruster was off. At Lewis, there was no change in
pressure wken the thruster was turned on. At the HKI, test tacilit y , the
base pressure, without thruster operation, was ' x lO-1 torr which was a
f	 l actor of 10 less Ulan the v.11ue (2x10- 0 t Orr) during test C. At Lewis: ,
the Mill line intensit y was observed for all Errr at the nominal operating
point while the facilit y total pressure was reduced by inereasin.; Elie
number of operating ill diffusion plmlp y .hod reducing the tcclperatur: of
tilt- liquid nitrogen :ool yd tank liner.	 Increasing the number of diftusion
pumps probably redrlcet: t:1t• partial pressure of all components of the total
pressure, whert-as seducing the temperature of the cr y ogenic surface had
l ittle  or llo e t t ect oll the partial pressure of N
.
, or LO • slut did condcllr•e
Hg, Cl, ind lQO vapors. The effect of tank pressure on the Mol line in-
tensit y is shown to t figure 5. A.4 the pressure decreased from 0.10-1,to
5*li)-	 Corr e Mill intensity increased dramatically by a tactor ui _
At maximum pumping capability of the Lewhr+ facility, the tank pres-
sure was ii.creased t.y introducing, indivttitiall y , air, thitro^.ell, argon. xid
ntrrrut y VAilor i -Ito the !acility while t'te `tot lint .
 intensit y Was noted.
rho• results are Shown in figure 0. The pressure variation was iimite,i t
:he low end	 torr) by Lite facilit y and at the high end i-5%10-5
Corr) uy thruster operational 1nstshilitie4 ar.ti excessive high voItnt,e
arcing. dyer this range It was tound that the Mol line intensit y
 de-
creased .a .sir or nitrogen gas was introduced into the tacilit y .	 1'lle
addit ion of argon or nk, rcur y vapor had tit , effect on the MIol line intensity.
1J
At
	 a
	 gi ven	 tot .Il	 hreKNo1 - e	 tlll`	 partial
	
pTeHBIICe`1	 of	 the	 constituent	 KANNy
were probably difterent
	 for each of the five methods of pressure variation	 =
shown
	 in	 figures 5 and h.	 Thus	 the cause of	 the changing Mol	 intensity
may be due to several contributing gases. 	 'rile results presented were ob-
tained while two EMT's were being endurance tested to verify the results
previousl y obtained at
	
Lewis	 (Tests A and B,	 table	 1).	 The	 results of the
verification tests are shown 	 in table	 Ii as tests D and E and agree, within
the measurement	 uncertaint y , with	 the	 results of	 tests A and B.
At	 this print	 two	 thrusters were	 tested for about	 570 hours at	 the
nominal operating point	 to measure	 the screen grid erosion rate at	 reduced
facility pressure.	 Table
	
11	 compares	 the	 results of	 those	 tests,	 F and
• G, with tests	 D and E and shows that, at	 constant	 thruster operating con-
ditions, the screen grid erosion	 rate	 is	 a	 function of	 facility pressure;
and that, to first	 order,	 large changes	 in Mot	 intensity, at constant
thruster operating conditions,	 indicate
	
large clianges
	 in screen grid ero-
i Sign.
1'he St .
 n,itIvity of line intensities to thruster operating conditions
shown is figures 1 to 4 remained the same at the lower tank pressure.
1'he thrusters used in tests F and G were different in that thruster G
lllirrl`i)l'at ed a " 700" Se t'ie's t ype baffle mount.
	
This t ype of l'aftle. mount
increased the baffle erosion rate and was believed, in reference 2, to
also cause high screen grid erosion. A careful review of the Lewis
facility pressure history showed that the facility pressure was lower
(3 to 8^ll) -7 tore) when the "100" series baffle mount was tested than when
the "400" an.:i "400" series haffle mounts were tested (2 x 10_0
 torr). On
the basis of these tests it was concluded that certain constituents of the
total facility pressure were the cause of the discrepancy between initial
erosion rate measurements obtained at higher pressure at Lewis and those
obtained in the 10 000 hour and 41h5 hour endurance tests at HRL. A
description of how facility pressure affects sputtering rates will be pre-
sented in the following section.
Pressure Dependent Sputtering
The erasion r-ite of a :surface is determined b y
 the number and the
avera f;e sput te ► y ield of the ions impinging on that surface.
	 It is
aSSUme,i that the local pressure is sufficiently Iow to allow the Sputtered
material to escape (less than 10
	 torr). The pressure of an operating
EMT. due mostl y
 to hr, is sufficientl y low, .►bout 4,,10 -4 trrr.
	 The ion
energy and arrival rate are fixed by the thnister operating conditions
.aid should not change substantially as the facility pressure is varie.i
from 10- 5 to 10- 7
 torr. Since the erosion rate (and Mol line intensity)
of the molvhdenum screen grid decreased drastically alien the total pres-
Sure in the facility was increased by adding air or nitrogen, it was con-
	 t=
eluded that the sputter y ield of the screen grid was probably being re-
duced by the presence in the thruster of certain facility atmospheric
gases, Such as oxygen or nitrogen.
ati
Figure I describes how the presence of a reactive gas could affect
Elie net erosion rat. • of the sc ret-n grid. At very low facility pressures
an equilibrium condition is reached between the removal rate of the Sur-
face material and the arrival rate of certain background gases. In this
condition, a negligible fraction of the surface is covered and the sput-
tering rate of the base metal occurs. At this pressure, the base metal
spottering rate increases for greater values of ion energy and/or density.
At intermediate valuer, of facility pressure, some of tho flux of background
constituent babes will be ddstlrbed by the base metal and form a partial
coverage layer which results in a net sputtering rate whirih is less than
that of tihe rase metal. Again, for greater values of ion energy and
dell.,i t y the Sp,ht tt't yields for the base rhet al and protective layer will
increase thereby reducing tike effect of the lowered sputtering rate. The
amount of surface coverage increases as the facility pressure increases
reducing the net sputtering rate, until the net erosion rate becomes in-
sensitive to facility pressure and i.^ at it value lower than th;:L of ti;e
base metal. Similar phenomena have been noted (refs. 17 to 2U) out at
much higiher sputtering rates and/or facility pressures. Simple criteri.,
for "clean surface" sputtering by low energy and low density ions were
noted in the literature and were generally satisfied for the conditions
in tike Lewis facility. :hus, the erosion rates obtained from the Lewis
Lents conducted at facilit y pressures of 2*10 -6 torr were felt to be
those of the clean base metal. It is now apparent that those criteria
were inadequate for the conditions of interest in the 30 cm thruster.
because the addition of air or nitrogen reduces tike Mol line in-
tensit y it is telt that one or more oxides or nitrides of mol ybdenum such
as M00 3 , MoN, or Mo , N are formed at the screen grid surf ace of a thruster
operating in a ground based facility. It is also thought that tike chemi-
sorption of Pert in gases on molybdenum is enhanced it. tike discharge
chamber where the molecular state is reduced to "chemicall y reactive"
excited atomic state: (ret. 21). For example, when Lite facility pressure
was increased by the addition of nitrogen, strong line intensities of
atomic nitrogen as well as spectra of molecular nitrogen were noted.
Protective coatings will not he present for thrusters operated In
.;pace. Careful interpretat ion of the results of ground Lased endura ..e
Lents, where tale partial pressures of the contaminant gases i4y be sulfi-
cient to reduce the true screen grid erosion rate, is desirable. The
r	
next erection will describe efforts conducted to increase our understand-
ing o.' the piu'nowna and allow an estimate to be made of the screen grid
ero4ioli rate in space.
Pressure Effect Tests
ill order to improve the understanding of the effect of contamin.nt
i	 gases on screen griu erosion, a modified EMT (as described in the .U'1'Ai,A'T.11
l
	
section) was tested in the Lewis vacuum tacility. Nitrogen gar was intro-
91W.
	
- -
dut'etl either into the thruster ,Iischat'g
about 4 meters trom the thruster. The
Livel y to incrcase the sputter rates.
e chamber or into the facility
screen grid was also biased nega-
Parti.akressures of nitrogen. - With no nitrogen added, the partial
pressure of nitrogen in the facility was assumed to be the same in the
thruster and was estintateti b',' the following tests. A mass spectrometer
.walvsis of the constituents of the facility pressure was trade at the min-
imum facility pressure. At total pressures of about 1x10 -7 torr, the
traction of nitrogen was estimated to be 15 percent or less. The partial
pressure of nitrogen ( ^.Stll) -9 torr) was probably true to residual nitro-
gen from VXternal air leaks as well as nitrogen from small internal leaks
in the liquid nitrogen cryogenic surfaces. When gaseous nitrogen was
leaket! into the vacuum facility to raise the total pressure the partial
pressure of nitrogen was calculated as the total pressure minus 75 percent
of the minimum pressure (7.5x10 -8 torr).
A worst case estimate of the error, in tae assumption of 25 percent
nitrogen at tale minimum total pressure, may be trade as follows. if the
A.M.U. -28 peak from tine mass spectrometer was due to other gases such as
CO and there was no nitrogen in the facility at the minimum pressure, then
the calculated partial pressure of nitrogen, for a total pressure of
510- 7 torr would be only b percent high.
'she partial pressure of nitrogen in the thruster, with gas introduced
into the thruster, wars calculated as the sum of the partial pressure of
nitrogen added to the thruster plus the partial pressure of nitrogen .rue
to backtlow :rom the facilit y . The latter contribution was calculated as
pteviously described. The former contribution was calculated by using the
measured nitrogen flow rate into the thruster and equations for free
molecular flow through the accelerator grit!.
Screen grid bias. - At fixed facility and thruster conditions, the
screen grid wr.s biased positive anal negative with respeo:t to thruster
potential (cathode common) while the Mol line intensity was noted. Fig-
ure S presents those results for the normal thruster operating point with
no added nitrogen. At zero bias. the screen grid is at its normal poten-
tial. With positive values of bias voltage the ions strike the screen
grid with less energy producing leas sputtered molvbdenum and the 140I in-
tensit y is reduced. Positive polarity of hias voltage also attracts elec-
trons to the screen grid and causes an increase in discharge power losses.
With negative Has voltages the impinging ion energy increases causing
strong increases in sputtering and thus MoI intensity. The saturation
ion currents were found, as in teference 2, Lo be about 35 percent of the
beam current.
1.1110 dMplitudes with added nitrogen. - ContinuOus recordings of line
intensities for wavelengths between 3000 and 5000 x were obtained at
facility pressures of 4 % 10 -7 and 4 . 1O-6 Corr (due to added nitrogen) for
an Ev1' operating .st nominal conditions. All of the nearly 700 line and
lt)
band intetisitie:s observed were measured ar.d identified. One third of the
spectral intensities were due Eo Hg while another third were identified
as atomic and molecular compounds of Att , iospheric conbt ituents. such a:.
t t, . (X)). CO, e\, and NH.	 the remainder of the spectra wore from sput-
tered^thruster discharge chamber components such as Ni. Fe, Cr, and Mo
kit, hack-sputtered flux from facility components such as Cu from the li.lufd
nitrogen cooled liner, Ni. Fe, and Cr from the stainless steel tank wall
and compounds ti-ow the h,drocarbon pump oil. For both cases the Hg .1nd 61
line inlensitles were invariant with facility pressure while the strong
line amplitudes for ^1o, Fe. Ni, anti Cr were reduced when nitrogen was
added. These results agree with those of reference :: where it was to'Jfld
that the cheudsorption of nitrogen by metals may be categorized into three
groups. "le talc in these groups either : (1) chemisorb nitrogen and form a
nitride, (1) do not chemisorh nitrogen but do torn a nitride, or (3) do
not cheraisorb or farm a nitride.	 It was found that r et ractory met als fall
into the first group while copper, gold, and silver .ire la group three.
Erosion reduct ion w ith added n itro gen . - As shown earlier, the sxas-
tired screen grits erosion rate, for a thruster tested in the Lewis facillty,
inc re'ased t tom 4. h t o 14I nm/hr when the facility pre y su l was t t • duC ed rot"
: a lt► -t' to 5-, 10' torr.	 Figure 9 shows the variations of the `ol line in-
tensit y for it large range of values of facilit y partial pressure of nits.-
;	 gen ::!tile the thruster operation conditions were held constant and the
screen grid bias w.is varied. The partial pressure of nitrogen was varie.'.
by leaking nitrogen into the facility. The thruster was operated with a
high discharge voltage of Sty volts to show the two levels of near constant
erosion .i:iJ the transition region between them. Note that at the more neg-
ative values of bias voltage. the Mol intensity increases with nearly the
setisit lvit y (o bias voltage cXpe: ted !r= t: sputter field curves.	 T'•.e
Hgl, Hgll, and Hg1II line intensities remained constant within • IQ percent
over the range of nitrogen partial pressures shown with the exception of
Elie very higt, nitrogen partial pressures where an apprecia:sle amount of
nitrogen was itsnized and extracted a:: beast current. At this point about
ail pe• rcc'11t of the beam cartent was sue to nitrogen ions. Curves similar
to i igut.• N were obtai lied wile n the thruster was operated at other Values
of disc(lart;e voltage an.: beam currant.
,;, a. ,.i:w thrustet o1w rat inn, points showil ill f in ure y were repeats i
while nitrogen was leaked 111t0 Elie thruster only. `L , 1 :i:ie intenaitir:
were recorded as the nitrogen vast: flea' rite war• var i ed from l) to at-out
1:.5 seem and ate shown, acs a function of the calculated partial pies-tire
Lit nitrogen, in t:gure 10. T!ie curves are nearl y identical in shape said
magnitude, the mayor difference he.ng that the partial pressure wcsle in
tigure 10 appear% slightly expanded with respect to figure 9. Thiel dif-
tevenee• .ei pi""ably due t.` the assumption-, -.Lade when calculating the par-
tial pressures for each case. Similar data were obtained for liocharge
voitagvs ranging tror, 3: to nU volts with the mayor difte:rence being t.lat
the norms lized curves are shifted to lower vslue9 of nitrogen partial
pressure as the discharge voltage was lowered. In al  eases, Ior a given
discharge volt.t l;e, the Hg line 'Intensities were constant within • 5 percent.
i P6_1	 `a` _	 I
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Figure 11 shows the data of Iigure 9 with each _urve normalized to
its own maximum. This was done to eliminate the changes in the M.01 due
to changes in bias voltage. Niote that as the ion energy was decreased, a
measure of the removal rate of chemisurbed nitrogen or other gases was
indicated by a shitt in the curves. ?.s the bias voltage was reduced, the
sputter vields of the adsorbed gases were reduced and the p.essure effect
.occurred at lower partial pressures of nitrogen.
Figure 12 shows an effect :similar to figure 11 but here the discharge
voltage was varied with no screen grid bias. Again at lower ion energies
the curves shift to lower values of nitrogen partial pressure. The shift
in pressure per volt of ion energy change was great-!r for figure 12 than
figure 11 because the multiply charged ion content was lesF at lower
values of .lischarge volttge. Th- shift in pressure was about a factor of
two for a ten volt reduction in discharge voltage. For lower values of
discharge voltage the upper plateau of near constant base metal erosion
could not be found. But, from figure 12 it can be estimated that at a
d. rharge voltage of 3: volts (the nominal EMT operating point with SHAG
s) the upper plateau should he in the 10 -8 torn range of nitrogen
-_ ial pressure. Unfortunately, that condttion occurs near the minimum
facility pressure with no gas added. Thus, the results of ground based
endurance tests with low values of discharge voltage, conducted at the
conditiotts of the Lewis tacility or lower total pressures, should be rep-
resentative of operation; in space. This conclusion is strengthened by
noting that the sputter yields of oxides and nitrides are relatively in-
sensitive Lo granges in ion energy (refs. 9, 22 to 24). Thus, even at
the low va;..e of discharge voltage of 32 volt:, needed to reduce the
erosion of the screen grid, the mercury singly and doubly charged ions
have sufficient energy to maintain a clean xuTtace, free of chemisorbed
gases. provided the arrival rate is sufficiently low.
Nitrogen was added to the tank when the thruster %was oparated with
a discharge voltage of 50 volts and the ion beam current was varied from
1.0 to 3.0 amperes. Figure 13 shows the MoI line intensities for each
beam current, normalized to the maximum value for each curve. Even though
the ion energ y was nearly constant for each case, the ion density was
probably much higher at a beat~ current of 3.0 ampere than it was at
1.0 ampere. Thus, again it appears that the effect is dominated b y the
arrival rate of contaminant gases while the erosion rate of those adsorbed
gases plays a lesser rile.
the previously described tests were conducted by adding nitrogen to
the tank and thruster t% . show the consequences of contaminant bases on
one screen grid erosion. Air, oxvgen, or other reactive gases could have
i ,een a<ed, protlably with similar results, since it is the arrival rate of
tnc contaminant gases, or tank pressure, whtch is import.tnt.	 Figure 14
snows many meas ured screen grid erosion rates, from reference	 con-
tractors endurance texts, and this program, plotted as a function of tank
pressure for several values of discharge voltage. lie erro r. bars for each
value of erosion rate arise from the fixed measurement uncertainty divided
t
^	 r
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I,y Lhe tIme of each test. These shorter tests have larger error bar:;.
Lines drawn through the data points, at constant discharge voltagem of
36 and 32 volts, are the estimates of the authors. Accounting for the
reduction of multiply charged ions when the discharge voltage is reduced
from 36 to 32 Volts,  the sputter yield of pure Mo should be reduced by a
factor of nearly 2.8 (refs. 25 and 26). Assuming the maximum erosion
rate of 33 nm/hr was obtained at 36 volts, a maximum erosion rate of
12 nm/hr is expected at a discharge voltage of 32 volts. The erosion
rate, measured for the EMT with SHAG optics and operated at 32 volts,
of 9 nm/hr is felt to be about 30 percent less than the maximum rate
expected in space.
CONCLUSIONS
The discrepancy between the 30 centimeter Hg thruster screen grid
erosion rate expected from Lewis tests and experienced in the 4165 hour
test at HRL was investigated. Real time data related to screen grid
erosion were obtained through the use of an optical spectrometer which
related spectral line intensities to screen grid erosion rates. The
variation of all thruster parameters indicated that the screen grid ero-
sion rate was most sensitive to the discharge voltage and beam current.
Because of the high partial pressure of mercury in the HEL•, facility (from
the frozen Hg target) the operating facility pressure was the same as
tests conducted at Lewis, but the pressure due to atmospheric constitu-
ents was 10 times less than at Lewis. When the facility pressure, due to
atmospheric constituents, was reduced at Lewis the molybdenum spectral
line intensity increased dramatically. Two 570 hour endurance tests of
EMT's were conducted at Lewis, at lower facility pressure, and had screen
grid erosion rates comparable to the HRL endurance test. These tests ver-
ified that the erosion rate discrepancy was due to facility pressure. A
98U-hour endurance test, conducted at HRL using an EMT equipped with iou
optics having smaller accelerator grid holes which allowed operation at a
reduced discharge voltage, resulted in a low pressure erosion rate which
is commensurate with the load lifetimes required of thrusters. Other
tests conducted at Lewis have provided information leading to the estimate
that screen grid erosion rate measured at HRL is about 30 percent less
than that expected in space. This fact implies that the space erosion of
the screen grid is too small to be of concern for any proposed mission
for the 30-centimeter mercury bombardment to taster.
i
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'I ABLE. 1 . - "900" SERIES EK1' TEST RESULTS
J
t	 .
Test
Reference
Duration, hr
Facility
A B C
2 2 3
976 605 4165
HRLLewis Lewis
Discharge voltage, V 35 37 36
Maximum erosion rate,
nm/hr
4.3±2.3 10.4±4.3 33±1.3
TABLE II. - EMT RECENT TEST RESULTS
(Beam current, 2.0 A, discharge voltage, 36 V)
Test C U E F G
Duration,	 hr 4165 545 548 568 573
Facilit y HRL Lewis Lewis Lewis Lewis
Facility total pressure, torn
Thruster off
Thruster on
2X10-7
2x10-6
33'1.3
2x10-6
2x10-6
4.6*_4.6
2 ,,10-6
2X10
4.644.6
5X10- 7
5X10 -7
30+4
5x10-7
5X10-7
30±4Maximum erosion rate, nm/hr
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